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European consumers are
holding back

in 2022 , 2.1% in 2023 and
2.1% in 2024.

How do consumer brands
respond? Let's take a look.
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Sources: Trading Economics, European Central Bank
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For the third consecutive quarter, European consumers
were holding on to their money a little more, as
consumer spending decreased and savings went up. As
Covid-19 restrictions are now mostly a thing of the past
in Europe, the reason behind the consumer restraint is
to be found in the increasing inflation and decreasing
consumer confidence levels.

The ECB is keeping a close eye on the developments
and recently updated their GDP growth forecast to 2.8%

https://tradingeconomics.com/european-union/consumer-spending#:~:text=Consumer%20Spending%20in%20European%20Union%20is%20expected%20to%20be%201751.00,macro%20models%20and%20analysts%20expectations
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/economic-bulletin/html/eb202204.en.html


Danone trims its product suite
As a direct consequence of the European inflation, and
in an attempt to stay competitive as consumers
increasingly shift to retailer's own brands - not least in
Switzerland, Spain and the United Kingdom - Danone
now simplifies their product range, cutting their SKUs in
European supermarkets. 

This means retailers will have fewer flavors and
packaging sizes of Danone products going forward -
though all of Danone's brands are intended to survive
on the shelves at this point.

A move that includes reviewing Danone's entire
portfolio with every retailer and that requires a deep-
dive into what SKUs are the right ones to trim.
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Sources: Danone via Reuters, RetailDetail

https://www.reuters.com/article/danone-inflation-idAFL1N2Y70F4
https://www.retaildetail.eu/news/food/private-label-continues-european-advance/
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Offer the right price point to maximize
your revenue opportunity. We do pricing
studies with a short turnover.

React to sudden changes in consumer
behavior with our market adaptation
model: assess-adjust-validateValidate

Sell

Assess

Adjust

We can help you identify the
right response for your brand
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We publish this brief every
other Tuesday. The next issue
comes out on July 12.

Thank you for reading!

Follow us to add our
content to your feed
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